
                                                                                

Press release FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OW2 unveils the program of the Open Cloud Forum by OW2 and 
Open Cloud Park at Cloud Expo Europe, March 11-12 in London

For the first time at Cloud Expo Europe, a special area and conference track 
is dedicated to the latest trends in Open Cloud technologies.

Paris, France, March 4, 2015 -  OW2, the global community for open source infrastructure software and
application platforms announces  the program of its third Open Cloud Forum by OW2, that will be part of
the Open Cloud Park conference program at Cloud Expo Europe in London. 

The Open Cloud Forum by OW2 Series are events dedicated to promoting open source cloud projects
and interoperability between open standard-based cloud solutions. As Educational Sponsor of Cloud Expo
Europe 2015, OW2 contributes to the program of the Open Cloud Park. 

Leading IaaS platforms OpenStack and OpenNebula and their commercial partners will be represented in
the Open Cloud Park , along with open cloud technologies developed by OW2 Community members and
European collaborative research projects. 

OpenStack Foundation partners will present their latest developments, including new software from
Canonical, StratoScale, Datacentred, Bluebox, Siaras, Red Hat, Plumgrid and MPSTOR. 

OpenNebula will also be represented by several members and partners, including: vOneCloud,
NodeWeawer and VIAPPS.

The OW2 community will showcase open cloud projects Hammr and ProActive. Moreover, several EC-
funded collaborative projects like AppHub, DICE, MODAclouds and PaaSage will present their results,
along with French state-funded projects OpenCloudware and CompatibleOne. 

OW2 will in addition coordinate two panels: 

- Day 1, March 11: Is open source cloud ready? Invited speakers include OpenStack, OpenNebula and
OW2 and their partners. 

- Day 2, March 12: Interoperability on the cloud: myth or reality? Invited speakers include Microsoft,
OpenStack and Flexiant.

We have put together a tremendous program of technical presentations for the Open Cloud Park,'' says
OW2 CEO Cedric Thomas, ''they demonstrate the leading role open source software plays in pushing
forward cloud technologies.'' he adds.

The detailed program of the Open Cloud Park can be seen at: 
http://www.ow2.org/view/Events/Cloud_Expo_Europe_2015_London

Registration is free of charge and should be done at: http://www.cloudexpoeurope.com/

About OW2 
OW2 is an independent industry community dedicated to developing open source code infrastructure
(middleware and generic applications) and to fostering a vibrant community and business ecosystem. The
OW2 Consortium hosts some one hundred technology projects, including ASM, Bonita, CLIF,
CompatibleOne, CONTRAIL, DocDoku, Emerginov, eXo Platform, JOnAS, JORAM, Nanoko, Petals ESB,
OpenCloudware, ProActive, Sirocco, SpagoBI, Talend Studio, WebLab, XLcloud and XWiki. Visit
www.ow2.org
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